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ABOUT THE LECTURE: 
 My work considers the use of photographs for reorienting how to think about educational research given the limits placed 

upon thought in the era of neoliberal political rationality.  I argue that photographs can provoke another thought around the 

disciplinary apparatus of education, one that is novelistic and experimental that might move in different directions from the rules of 

reasoning that currently underwrites its fields of study.  In this work I construct a rather unconventional vantage point to explore these 

issues one that opens on to the discursive spaces of one of three photographs made of three women in the years 1897, 1949, and 1966.  

The subject matter of each photographic image—a group portrait of adolescent Hawaiian schoolgirls, a familial scene celebrating an 

inter-racial marriage between the daughter of Sakada and the son of German-American, and a head portrait certifying racial identity—

while singular and local map methods of recording, storing, and distribution of a “technically mediated inscription.”  For all their 

singularity these photographs, cannot but evoke their relation to the historical character of photography and processes by which 

borders are formed and assigned and limits determined. 

 

ABOUT THE SPEAKER: 
               Hannah M. Tavares is  Associate Professor in the department of Educational Foundations and the author of the forthcoming 

monograph Pedagogies of the Image to be published by Springer in their Series: Contemporary Philosophies and Theories in 

Education. Her research interests are in contemporary philosophies and social theories of education and issues of identity and 

difference. She has essays in the journals Discourse: Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education, Educational Theory, Educational 

Studies and the books Handbook of Research in the Social Foundations of Education, New Curriculum History, Troubling Gender, 

and The History of Discrimination in U. S. Education: Marginality, Agency, and Power. She is currently serving as Program 

Co‐Chair, Curriculum Studies Division B Section 2: Globalization, Decolonization, and Transnational Inquiry for the 2013 Annual 

Meeting of the American Educational Research Association. 
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